Core strength is a popular topic in the fields of strength and conditioning and rehabilitation as it can aid in both athletic performance and injury prevention. The term “core strength” or “core stability” has many definitions in the literature, including the ability to maintain proper trunk position over the pelvis to efficiently produce, control, and transfer force during any athletic activity (14). The definition of “core” includes all muscles that attach or insert between the shoulder girdle and pelvis because they all impact the axial system and control of trunk and torso muscle activity (18).

Core strength can effectively be developed through exercises that are mat-based, ball-based, and whole-body (14). One of the most effective ways to develop core strength is through loaded carries, a whole-body exercise. Loaded carries are movements that consist of “loading” oneself with a weighted implement and walking for a predetermined distance or time. As an effective, yet simple exercise variation, loaded carries can develop and enhance muscle strength, as well as training proper movement patterns (1).

There are several variations of loaded carries that are used to target different parts of the body. These variations of exercises challenge the body’s stabilizing system to possibly find weak links in the body that can lead to either suboptimal athletic performance or injury (10). There are two variations that will be the focus of this article: the traditional (bilateral) farmer’s walk (Figure 1) and the unilateral famer’s walk (Figure 2). Winwood et al. suggest that the farmer’s walk exercise is a valuable training implement that requires the use of unstable and awkward resistances that stabilize uniplanar and multiplanar motions (17).

Programming this exercise may have the potential to increase anaerobic endurance, back endurance, and grip strength. Other variations of loaded carries include the yoke walk (weight across the upper back), rack carries (Figure 3), Zercher carries (Figure 4), and unilateral overhead carries (Figure 5) (10). These variations of exercises require the body to maintain posture through coordination of trunk and hip musculature activation (6). It is important for strength and conditioning professionals to understand why and how to properly implement loaded carry exercises for the safety and development of the athlete. Therefore, the goal of this article is to understand contralateral and ipsilateral loading, how to set-up exercises, EMG activity during exercises, and how to apply these exercises into the strength training program. Better understanding of these areas will help coaches better select exercises based on the needs of their athletes and corresponding sport demands.
CONTRALATERAL AND IPSILATERAL LOADING
One reason that exercise selection is particularly important with loaded carries is because it impacts the position of the load. One muscle that is heavily impacted by the carrying position is the gluteus medius. When carrying the dumbbell on the contralateral side there appears to be greater gluteus medius and vastus lateralis muscle activity compared to very minimal activation when carried on the ipsilateral side (10). However, there is the possibility of cross education; the contralateral strength gain following unilateral training of the ipsilateral limb (4). It is currently believed that neural mechanisms are responsible for the cross education of contralateral musculature as there is no hypertrophy in the untrained side (2). A recent large review of unilateral training studies reported cross education strength gains of 18% in young adults, and 29% in a rehabilitation setting (4). Therefore, cross education is of clinical importance for rehabilitation and strength and conditioning professionals.

EXERCISE SET-UP
There are many ways to implement the loaded carry. A general rule of thumb for these exercises is to maintain an upright torso, walk slow and controlled, and to avoid any lateral bending of the spine for unilateral exercises. All exercises that are described can be programmed as either timed exercises or over a set distance. A good starting point for someone who is deconditioned or coming back from an injury would be the farmer’s walk carrying equal weight in each hand. From there, the practitioner can decide to implement unilateral farmer’s walks, otherwise known as suitcase carries, where weight is carried on one side. Suitcase carries can progress into advanced, loaded carry variations.

The waiter’s walk challenges stabilizing muscles in the shoulder and is performed by carrying weight overhead in one hand. Rack carries are performed by placing two kettlebells or dumbbells on the anterior portion of the shoulder and upper chest. The bottoms up walk (Figure 6) is preferably performed with a kettlebell and challenges stabilizer muscles of the wrist and shoulder by holding the kettlebell upside down by the “horn” with the shoulder flexed at 90 degrees and the wrist staying neutral. Loaded carries can be placed into the beginning of a workout to potentiate the neuromuscular system or at the end of a workout session as a form of conditioning (1).

EMG RESEARCH
The use of loaded carries became popular through the sport of strongman. Strongman events represent functional movements in multiple planes that challenge the entire body. As a result of increasing popularity in strongman events, strength and conditioning professionals are now using these movements in their programming. McGill et al. compared muscle activation of different strongman events showing the importance of the lateral spine muscles, such as the quadratus lumborum and the lateral abdominal wall, during the suitcase carry as they have been found to stiffen the pelvis to prevent it from bending toward the side of the leg swing (9,10). Pelvic stiffening helps the hip abductors create a stable platform for the spine. During the farmer’s walk, peak muscular activation of the abdominals and rectus femoris occurred during the stance phase, and peak activation of the latissimus dorsi, thoracic and lumbar erector spinae happened during the swing phase (10).

Walking, with or without loads, is a fundamental occupational activity and needs to be investigated at submaximal loads. It is also useful to compare the differences in carrying weight in one hand versus two. McGill et al. found that carrying a load in one hand generates a greater spine load than if the load were split between two hands (8). When carrying the load in only one hand, compared to having a balanced load in each hand, there was a greater spinal load even though twice as much weight was carried when both hands were loaded. It is also valuable to examine muscles of the lower body when performing the farmer’s walk. Previous research has reported that individuals with a hip abduction to hamstring strength ratio (HAB:H) of less than one have greater activation of gluteus medius activity during exercises such as the farmer’s walk. This could be of importance when programming for injured or previously injured athletes (16).

Other loaded carry styles that have been examined are the “racked” and “bottoms up” carry. McGill et al. reported that torso and hip activation were very low for both styles of carries, with 0.1% maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) for the racked group and 14.3% MVC for the bottoms up group (8). These trials were compared to normal walking. However, low activation for the hips does not mean that these exercises are useless, but it does mean that they would not aid in developing hip or trunk stability.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION
Core muscle training and health are highly important in strength and conditioning and rehabilitation settings. Core strength helps maintain proper core stabilization and force transmission. During dynamic, loaded movements in sports, athletes are required to maintain stability while also performing the necessary skill. As previously mentioned, core stability has many definitions, but can be defined as the ability to maintain proper trunk position over the pelvis to efficiently produce, control and transfer force during any athletic activity (14). These sporting activities require force transmission from the ground to be transferred to the core muscles to the distal segments. If the core muscles are strong, then force transmission is efficient and little energy is wasted (14). It is very common for athletes with weak hip musculature, especially the gluteus medius, to later develop associated knee pathologies (12). Unsurprisingly, weakness at the hip can also contribute to upper body injuries such as shoulder labral tears (7). This associated injury risk shows the importance to consider loaded carries as a training tool to reduce injury risk and ensure proper force transmission.

When programming loaded carries for sports, we can evaluate the role of core strength when it comes to running and cutting. Running and cutting are quick movements, and any spine bending
that results with a drop in the pelvis on the swing leg side can be described as an energy leak leading to an inefficient system that requires the athlete to use additional energy stores to produce the same amount of movement (8). One particular problematic area to look for is the presence of valgus collapse at the knee. This is a known risk factor for ACL tears, as well as generalized knee pain. Because non-contact ACL tears are common in female athletes, with Q angle (i.e., the relationship between the anterior superior iliac spine and intercondylar ridge) being reported as a contributing factor, loaded carries may be one way to help strengthen the gluteus medius to prevent excessive valgus collapse (7,13).

When considering the shoulder, these exercises could also benefit athletes who spend a lot of time overhead such as basketball players, throwing athletes, and wide receivers. Many of the thoracic muscles are activated during loaded carries and can help maintain proper scapulothoracic function. In addition to maintaining proper subacromial space, these exercises would add an additional stability aspect when the athletes are reaching overhead. Maintaining proper subacromial space and glenohumeral stability is important for athletes that spend a lot of time in an overhead position (i.e., throwing athletes, swimmers, and lacrosse players). Glenohumeral stability is especially important for wide receivers who need to jump with their arms extended and are often hit in this position.

These exercises can also be applied in rehabilitation settings. As previously mentioned, a cross education effect appears to occur with the contralateral side. Although most of the movements require ambulation, it is possible to have them just hold a designated position to strengthen the muscles, along the lines of Trendelenburg’s test. Trendelenburg’s test is designed to determine if there is a weakness in the gluteus medius. It is accomplished by have the individual flex one hip to 30° and looking for a drop in the unsupported limb (5). These exercises can also be used with individuals who have undergone ACL repairs. Depending on if any meniscal damage was repaired, these individuals are usually allowed to weight bear and walk fairly early in their recovery process. Once a normal gait pattern is restored, these exercises could be added to develop hip strength in a weight bearing position without adding stress to the knee.

Because there is currently limited research available on loaded carries, there are few recommendations on number of sets, time under tension, and distance covered for safe programming. However, Holmstrup at al. were the first to present safe maximal loading parameters for the unilateral farmer’s walk (UFW) (6). The parameters used were fat free mass (FFM) and the Balance Error Scoring System (BESS) test. FFM includes all tissue in the body that is not composed of fat (i.e., lean muscle mass, organs, connective tissue, bones, and water). The BESS test involves counting “errors” or times of lost stability the individual encounters during a 30 second period. All tests are conducted with the eyes closed and the hands on the iliac crests. The three testing positions are 1) standing on both feet with them touching, 2) on the non-dominant foot only, and 3) feet in tandem with the non-dominant foot in the back (3). These standards are set at UFW = (0.819 x FFM) + (0.482 x BESS) – 9.411. While these parameters are not perfect, they give the training professional a practical, evidenced-based approach to determine load for the unilateral farmer’s walk.

Due to a lack of scientific evidence, anecdotal evidence from fitness professionals presents the next best evidence. Butcher et al. suggest 2 – 4 rounds for 10 – 20 s with a weight that is challenging (1). For measures of functional strength, these researchers have also provided metrics for performance across different populations including:

• Rehabilitation: 50% of bodyweight carried for 30 s
• General fitness: 100% of bodyweight carried for 30 s
• Elite sports performance: 200% of bodyweight carried for 30 s

These recommendations are based on the bilateral farmer’s walk, but can provide a foundation for many other exercises as well.

CONCLUSIONS
A review of the literature shows that the implementation of loaded carries can improve hip and torso muscle function, leading to improved systemic muscular function. Focusing on core strength via loaded carries for athletes can decrease the rate of injury, as well as be useful for rehabilitation. The information provided in this paper adds to the growing body of literature on loaded carries particularly due to strongman events. There is a need for additional future research to develop safe loading patterns and program recommendations for all variations of loaded carries and for specific populations.
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